Is the academy today in a state of identity crisis? Is the modern university merely an institution for delivering results or outputs? Or, is it a living entity that could enrich the lives of its members? Peter Nockles delves into the Oxford context of John Henry Newman’s famous motto, “Heart speaks to heart.” His lecture will provide an important historical perspective for Newman’s, *Idea of a University*, and present necessary challenges to the modern university.

7:00pm, Wednesday, March 20
St. Louis Room, Busch Student Center

**Peter Nockles**, Ph.D., Assistant Librarian of Printed Books and Methodist Collections, Methodist Archives and Research Centre, John Rylands University Library of Manchester. Dr Nockles has been a Visiting Fellow at Oriel College, Oxford. His publications include the highly-acclaimed study *The Oxford Movement in Context: Anglican High Churchmanship, 1760-1857* (1994). He is also a major contributor to a new history of Oriel College, Oxford.